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BIA IS INTRODUCED IN INDIA

From the Desk of
Stu Carlitz
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Van Vorst Enters The Growing Luxury Bedding
Market of South East Asia

Luxury Sleep Begins
Preparations to Produce
Van Vorst in Malaysia
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TAIWAN, SINGAPORE, BRAZIL LICENSEES VISIT BIA’S
LAS VEGAS SHOWROOM

MGA Moveleira Executives and the BIA Team

Vincent Ong, Armando Murillo, Benny Fang and Stuart Carlitz
Carlitz

Licensees Looking for
American Ideas and
Inspiration to Execute in
their Growing Markets
With the aim at finding the best
executable initiatives to introduce
in their respective markets, leaders
of Eastman House, Eclipse, and
BIA from Brazil, Taiwan and
Singapore attended the Summer
Las Vegas Furniture Market.
“There are unmet needs in Brazil
for high-end bedding and the new
Chittenden & Eastman Founders
Collection Masterpiece offers the
features and comfort sought out by
the most discriminating Brazilian
consumer” shared Thariel Manteiga.
At the Summer Las Vegas
Furniture Market new Chittenden
& Eastman as well as Eclipse
models were introduced with queen
retails from $899.00 to $2,499.00.

The models are part of new growing
collections that will be advertised
and promoted nationally in the U.S.
An upcoming two-day meeting at
BIA’s corporate office attended by
executives representing all U.S.
licensee factories will provide the
basis for additional models to
complement
these
national
collections. “The beds look and feel
great and offer great value at their
corresponding retails” shared
Benny Fang of Eclipse, Eastman
House and Ernest Hemingway of
Taiwan. “I really like the side-panel
vertical stitching of the Eclipse
Conformatic models as it adds an
elegant touch” added Vincent Ong
of BIA of Singapore.

MGA Moveleira executive team
also visited the North Brunswick,
NJ, Eclipse/Eastman House
factory to observe best practices

KOREA, MALAYSIA, PAKISTAN RENEW LONG-TERM
COMMITMENT TO ECLIPSE AND EASTMAN HOUSE

Stuart Carlitz, Shazad Malik, Sughra Zaidi, Armando Murillo

Three
Manufacturers
With A Decade of
Producing and Selling
Eclipse and Eastman
House
Sign
New
Licensing Agreements
In late July, Amos Bed of South
Korea and BIA signed a ten-year
licensing agreement with Eclipse.
Recently, Amos Bed implemented
new initiatives to continue
expanding its bedding business in
that dynamic country, and Eclipse
is a key component of that strategy.
Korea, considered one of the “Tiger
economies of Asia”, has created an
economic miracle that has
generated
tremendous
opportunities for bedding producers
such as Amos. “In the past 10 years,
American brands have become
more

prominent in our country and
Eclipse has been a driver of our
sales, which is why we wanted to
extend our Eclipse licensing
agreement for another 10 years”
indicated Mr. Suh in a phone call
with BIA executives.

In early August, Shazad Malik who
is co-owner of Master Group, a
very large conglomerate of
companies based in Lahore
Pakistan, made a special trip to visit
BIA’s corporate offices with the
purpose
of
expressing
his
company’s continued commitment
to the Eastman House and sign a
new multi-year licensing agreement.
Master group has been representing
Eastman House in the Middle East
for close to ten years. Master Group

Peter Yau

represents Eastman House in
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar,
Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait, and
Yemen. “Eastman House is a
critical component in the expansion
of our bedding business and is a
foundation for our bedding
branding strategy” commented
Shazad Malik as he was signing
licensing documents.
In early August, Peter Yau,
Principal of Maeda Matsu Co Pte
Ltd., signed a new licensing
agreement that makes his company
the exclusive producer of Eastman
House mattresses in Malaysia and
Singapore. Peter has a longstanding relationship with Eastman
House; he was one of the first
Eastman House licensees and, for
many years,
has
marketed
mattresses in several Asian
countries. Maeda Matsu is a new
organization with the backing of
Peter Yau and other investors.

HURRICAINE HARVEY’S DEVASTATION WILL NOT GO
UNNOTICED; VICTIMS TO GET HELP FROM ECLIPSE
AND SLEEP DESIGNS
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He’s Back!

Matt Hard at Work In His First Day Back In The Office!

After Medical Leave,
Matt Connolly Reports
to Work, and He is
Better than Ever ……..

On behalf of all of us, thank you for
your inquiries and all the support
expressed for Matt.
And so it goes……….

For updates or to share
information, please
contact:
Armando Murillo
amurillo@bia-nj.com
714-655-6720

In the past few weeks we received
many emails asking about Matt. We
are happy to report that after a
surgery to fix a long-standing issue,
our dear friend Matt is back in the

Please follow us on Facebook @
Bedding Industries of America
Our Twitter Account is Bedding
Industries of America

office and I assure you he looks
radiant and with energy to spare (as
demonstrated by the above photo).

A 22 year industry veteran with an MBA
in International Business, Murillo has held
sales and executive positions with
several leading mattress manufacturers
including Sealy, Serta, and Spring Air. He
has also held executive positions with
prominent retailers Art Van, Mattress
Giant and The Brick in Canada.

